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Abstract

Hibernoma is a rare benign tumour arising from remnants of fetal brown adipose tissue. We reported a rare case of hibernoma
located in the neck. We also discuss the radiographic findings, pathologic features, and management of hibernomas.

INTRODUCTION

The hibernoma is an uncommon, benign soft tissue tumor
arising from vestigial remnants of so-called brown fat. It
most commonly occurs in the interscapular regions, but there
are also a number of cases originating in sites normally
devoid of brown fat. A hibernoma in the head and neck
region is very rare, and few cases in this location have been
reported. We present the clinical, radiographic, and
pathologic features of giant hibernoma that was located in
the neck.

CASE REPORT

A 44-year-old man was referred to our institution for
evaluation of an enlarging soft-tissue mass on his neck. The
patient had noticed the mass 16 months earlier, and it had
gradually increased in size (Figure 1). On physical
examination, a 26 x 16-cm mass from the posterior region of
the neck back of the neck and coming into contact with the
upper back. The mass was firm, rubbery, and slightly tender
to palpation. No overlying warmth or erythema was noted,
and no lymphadenopathy was found. The patient had no
neurological deficit. CT scan demonstrated a well defined
large mass in the back of the neck (Figure 2). The mass did
not invade the surrounding structures. Open biopsy was
undertaken, and pathology findings were consistent with a
hibernoma. Surgical resection was performed under general
anesthesia, yielding a 26 x 16 x 12, 5-cm, rubbery,
encapsulated mass (Figure 3). It was excised from the
surrounding tissue without difficulty. Histology confirmed
tumor characteristics consistent with a hibernoma, showing
large multivacuolated cells, scant cytoplasm, and central
nuclei (Figure 4). The postoperative course was
unremarkable and the patient remains free of disease 2 years
after the diagnosis.

Figure 1

Fig1: Profil view of the large hybernoma of the posterior
neck.
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Figure 2

Fig.2: Sagital scanview of the hibernoma.

Figure 3

Fig.3: Macroscopic view of the specimen.

Figure 4

Fig.4: Histology showing finely vacuolated cytoplasm and
small, dark, centrally placed nuclei.

DISCUSSION

Hibernoma is an unusual subcutaneous or intramuscular
lipomatous tumor, whose cells show differentiation toward
brown fat (1,2).

This entity was first recognized in 1906 by Merkel (3).
However, Gery was the first to coin the term hibernoma, in
1914 (4) because of its resemblance to the brown fat in
hibernating animals.

It usually affects adults, with a slight male predominance
and a peak of incidence between the 3rd and 5th decades (5).

These tumors usually arise from areas in which vestiges of
brown fetal fat persist beyond fetal life, such axilla, back,
and mediastinum and rarely the other sites such the neck (6).

Hibernoma grow slowly and usually present with painless
enlargement. Symptoms related to the compression of
adjacent structures rarely develop (7).

Hibernomas are typically fatty, hypervascular lesions that
are grossly similar to lipomas. They are well-defined,
encapsulated, and mobile masses. Their color varies from tan
to red brown, depending on the amount of intracellular lipid.
The diameter usually ranges from 5 to 10 cm, but they may
reach up to 20 cm like our case (7).

On computed tomography scanning, hibernomas are
heterogeneously hypodense because of their lipid and
fibrovascular content. On MRI, they appear bright on T1-
weighted images and have moderate signal intensity on T2-
weighted images.Their high vascular content on MRI
commonly results in the diagnosis of liposarcoma (8).
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Diagnosis can be made by fine needle biopsy, which allows
a positive diagnosis, with a minimal surgical excision,
preserving vital structures.

Upon microscopic examination, the tumors are characterized
by cells of various degrees of differentiation. Multivacuolar
adipocytes and brown fat cells with granular eosinophilic
cytoplasm are interspersed with univacuolar adipocytes.
Hypervascularity combined with abundant mitochondria
give hibernomas their color. (9)

The treatment of hibernomas consists of complete surgical
resection and local recurrence does not occur. There are no
reports of metastases or malignant transformation.

CONCLUSION

Hibernomas are rare benign lipomatous tumors that can
become large masses over time and compress surrounding
structures. It’s rarely occurring in the neck. Their clinical
and radiologic appearance is commonly mistaken for
malignant liposarcomas. A tissue diagnosis is essential to
ensure appropriate treatment, which is complete excision of

the hibernoma.
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